Genuine accessories

SL

Exterior

Interior

Safety and quality.
At Mercedes-Benz the vision of accident-free driving is paramount. Because where
Mercedes-Benz vehicles are concerned, we take the same uncompromising
approach to safety as we do to driving pleasure. There are no compromises when
it comes to developing the range of genuine accessories either. Perfectly tailored
to your vehicle and extensively tested by our engineers, the products not only make
an active contribution to your safety but also protect other road users.

The star logo has always signified allure, perfection and responsibility – attributes
which are also reflected in the quality of our accessories, all of which further
enhance our vehiclesʼ style or sportiness – not to mention their already outstanding
comfort. That special sense of design, zeitgeist and attention to detail make a
vehicle a true Mercedes-Benz. From that first outward impression to the inner
attributes. Quality you can sense just by looking, listening, touching – and of
course driving.
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AMG
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exterior

Exterior.
Legendary leader: the SL is the spearhead in the roadster segment.
Depending on your preferences, use the genuine accessories to
underscore the uncompromising dominance of your Mercedes-Benz SL
or simply add subtle, yet all the more specific, highlights. But one
thing is already certain: itʼs time to marvel again. Impressive, resolute, individual.

01 Multi-spoke wheels.
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exterior

The Ah! And Oh!
Genuine wheels.
Article number
01 5-spoke wheels.

Finish: black, high-sheen.
Rear axle:

8.5 J x 19 ET 35.5 | Tyres: 255/35 R19 XL
9.5 J x 19 ET 47.5 | Tyres: 285/30 R19 XL

A231 401 2600 7X23
A231 401 2700 7X23

02 5-spoke wheels.

Finish: black, high-sheen.
Rear axle:

8.5 J x 19 ET 35.5 | Tyres: 255/35 R19 XL
9.5 J x 19 ET 47.5 | Tyres: 285/30 R19 XL

A231 401 1400 7X23
A231 401 1500 7X23

03 10-spoke wheels.

Finish: black, high-sheen.
Rear axle:

8.5 J x 19 ET 35.5 | Tyres: 255/35 R19 XL
9.5 J x 19 ET 47.5 | Tyres: 285/30 R19 XL

A231 401 1600 7X23
A231 401 1700 7X23

Because of differences in national regulations, various different versions of each vehicle exist.
Please also bear in mind that vehicle development is permanently ongoing. As a result, not
all of the wheel/tyre combinations shown in this brochure will be approved for your particular
Mercedes-Benz. Your authorised Mercedes-Benz dealer has access to constantly updated
information on every Mercedes-Benz wheel, including the relevant technical inspection findings
and licensing conditions, and will be happy to advise you.

Light-alloy wheels are supplied without tyres, wheel bolts, valve caps or hub caps.

Choose your favourite wheels online. Our
Accessories Configurator shows you
at a click of the mouse how the various
Mercedes-Benz light-alloy wheels will
look on your vehicle. Visit our website
at http://configurator.mercedes-benzaccessories.com.

02 48.3 cm |19"
03 48.3 cm |19"

48.3 cm |19" 01

48.3 cm |19" 03

48.3 cm |19" 01 02 48.3 cm |19"
45.7 cm |18" 04 05 45.7 cm |18"

06 43.2 cm |17"

exterior

Article number
01 Multi-spoke wheels.

Finish: palladium silver, high-sheen.
Rear axle:

8.5 J x 19 ET 35.5 | Tyres: 255/35 R 19 XL
9.5 J x 19 ET 47.5 | Tyres: 285/30 R 19 XL

A231 401 2702 7X19
A231 401 2802 7X19

02 5-twin-spoke wheels.

Finish: vanadium silver.
Optional for rear axle:

8.5 J x 19 ET 35.5 | Tyres: 255/35 R 19 XL
9.5 J x 19 ET 47.5 | Tyres: 285/30 R 19 XL

A231 401 1202 7X45
A231 401 1302 7X45

03 5-twin-spoke wheels.

Finish: titanium silver.
Option for rear axle:

8.5 J x 18 ET 35.5 | Tyres: 255/40 R 18
9.5 J x 18 ET 47.5 | Tyres: 285/35 R 18

A231 401 1002 7X45
A231 401 1102 7X45

04 5-spoke wheels.

Finish: matt satin silver, high-sheen.
Option for rear axle:

8.5 J x 18 ET 35.5 | Tyres: 255/40 R 18
9.5 J x 18 ET 47.5 | Tyres: 285/35 R 18

A231 401 2902 7X34
A231 401 3002 7X34

05 Multi-spoke wheels.

Finish: vanadium silver.
Option for rear axle:

8.5 J x 18 ET 35.5 | Tyres: 255/40 R 18
9.5 J x 18 ET 47.5 | Tyres: 285/35 R 18

A231 401 0602 7X45
A231 401 0702 7X45

06 10-spoke wheels.

Finish: titanium silver.

8 J x 17 ET 30 | Tyres: 255/45 R17

A231 401 2402 9765

Light-alloy wheels are supplied without tyres, wheel bolts, valve caps or hub caps.
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Wheeling into action.
Wheel accessories.
Article number
Hub caps. Protect the wheel hub from dirt. Available in the following versions:
01 Roadster design, blue.

A171 400 0125 5337

02 Roadster design, black.

A171 400 0125 9040

03 Roadster design, grey.

A171 400 0125 7P70

04 himalayas grey with chrome star.

A220 400 0125 7756

05 black with chrome star.
06 matt black with chrome star.
07 RUD-matic DISC snow chain. Luxury, easy-fit snow chain with robust plastic disc to protect the wheel. Top test results with regard to traction, stopping distances,
smoothness, lateral stability and durability.
08 Black valve caps, set of 4. Stylish highlights in a new design. Protect the valves from dirt.
09 Black rim locks. Protect your valuable light-alloy wheels from theft: set of coded key and four locking bolts.

B6 647 0200
A220 400 0125 9283
B6 758 0881
B6 647 2002
A001 990 1607

Tyre pressure monitor | not pictured. Allows you to carry out a quick tyre pressure check when on the road or at home. Supplied with leather pouch.

B6 658 8140

Vehicle tool kit | not pictured. Everything you need to change a wheel. All handily stored in a compact bag.

B6 685 0792
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Interior.
High tech meets highest performance: not only is your SL pioneering
when it comes to design and quality; it leaves nothing to be desired
thanks to sophisticated telematics solutions. The direction of travel
is literally in your hands. In equal measure with the soft top open
or closed. Comfort is written in the stars.

01 Door sill panel, illuminated.
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Telephone module +
SIM

Telephone module +
Mobile no.
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Pointing the way. On every channel.
Mercedes-Benz telematics.
Article number
1

01 Universal smartphone cradle . The universal smartphone cradle allows you to use a variety of different phones in conjunction with the vehicleʼs external aerial. The size of
the cradle can be altered at the upper and lower edge to offer the optimum fit for each smartphone. The cradle is fitted to the pre-installation in the centre console as normal
and the smartphone is connected to the audio system via Bluetooth®. The inductive aerial in the cradle, together with the connection to the external aerial, ensures
optimum reception during phone calls or when using the internet, for example MB Apps or internet radio. Separately available charging cables with micro USB or Lightning
connectors allow you to charge your smartphone in conjunction with the universal smartphone cradle. These cables have a specially shaped plug which is ideal for use
in your vehicleʼs centre console. A list of currently supported phones can be found at
www.mercedes-benz.com/connect.

A222 820 6401

Charging cable with micro USB connector | not pictured.

A222 820 6601

Charging cable with Lightning connector | not pictured.

A222 820 6701

Mobile-phone cradles1 | not pictured. When it comes to selecting a mobile phone for your Mercedes-Benz, youʼve never had so much choice. A simple click! is all it takes
to replace the mobile-phone cradle. It takes a matter of seconds and is as straightforward as inserting the mobile into the cradle itself. Changing your mobile and even
alternating between different models of mobile no longer presents a problem. Enjoy the advantages of Convenience Telephony to the full. Cradles are available for a range of
popular mobiles, for example: Apple®: iPhone® 5, iPhone® 4s, iPhone® 4. BlackBerry: 9790 Bold, 9900 Bold, 9780 Bold, 9700 Bold.
e.g. for iPhone® 5/5s.

A212 820 0200

02 Mercedes-Benz Bluetooth (SAP) telephone module. The telephone module ensures that COMAND Online has a fast, stable and secure internet connection via the
integral UMTS module and the direct link to the vehicleʼs external aerial. You can simultaneously talk on the phone, use Mercedes-Benz Apps and have your text messages
read aloud. The telephone module can be used as a permanently installed telephone or as a data modem with all of the functions of Convenience Telephony (code 386):
it is operated via your multimedia system and uses the personal contact details on your mobileʼs SIM card. With USB interface for power supply. The telephone module can
be operated via the SIM card in your mobile phone or by inserting a SIM card directly into the module.
®

1, 2

Europe navigation update for COMAND Online3 | not pictured.

1

Only in conjunction with Universal Telephony (code 386). 2 SAP (SIM Access Profile) enables the module to read your mobile phoneʼs SIM card.
online shop at http://shop.mercedes-benz.com. Orders can only be placed and deliveries made within Germany.

A212 906 6303

on request

3

For the latest navigation updates, visit our
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Perfection begins in the detail.
Interior accessories.
In sport itʼs the small things that can make a difference. A guiding principle
which the thoroughbred SL sports car with its genuine interior accessories
follows like no other. Even climbing in is a true highlight: you enter the interior
over the elegantly machined, illuminated door sill panel as though on a red
carpet of light.

And all this in hallmark roadster style – in what feels like record time. But not
only that: thanks to their timeless design even the high-quality floor mats make
it an experience when your right foot glides towards the accelerator for the
first time, putting the Mercedes-Benz SL’s perfection on the road in all its glory.

Article number
CLASSIC velour mats, set of 2. Elegant, high-quality tufted velour mats, featuring metal badge with Mercedes-Benz lettering on driver’s and front-passenger side.
01 flannel grey.

A231 680 0048 7N02

ginger beige.

A231 680 0048 8R38

black.
02 CLASSIC all-season mats, set of 2, black. Made from robust, washable synthetic material for heavy use. Latest design with recessed areas and raised edge.
With distinctive Mercedes star logo.
03 Illuminated door sill panels, white illumination. A distinctive, eye-catching accessory, whether in daylight or at night – thanks to brightly illuminated Mercedes-Benz
lettering, set in an elegant machined stainless steel panel.

A231 680 0048 9F87
A231 680 2148 9G33
A231 680 2035

01
02 03

3.5 to
12 years

9 months to
4 years

15 to 36 kg

9 to 18 kg
01 02

03 04
up to
15 months
up to 13 kg

05
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Safety for the little ones. Writ large.
Child safety.
If your car is fitted with the automatic passenger airbag shut-off (optional extra
code U10), there is a weight-dependent classification. In the case of rearwardfacing child seats the passenger airbag is deactivated, and in the case of forwardfacing child seats the passenger airbag is activated or switched off. The system
functions both when using the i-Size/Isofix attachment and when exclusively using

the seat belt for anchorage of the child seat for anchorage of the child seat.
Mercedes-Benz child seats are available in the “Limited Black” design. The
covers are washable and very hardwearing. Replacement headrest covers are
available for the “BABY-SAFE plus II”, “DUO plus” and “KIDFIX” child seats
in chilli red and flannel grey.

Article number
01 “KIDFIX” child seat. Booster seat with height-adjustable backrest with seat side bolsters for side-impact protection. The “KIDFIX” seat is secured using the three-point
seat belt and ISOFIT attachment system. For children between the ages of around 3.5 and 12 (15 to 36 kg).

A000 970 3800 9H95

02 “DUO plus” child seat. Offers safety for children between the ages of around 9 months and 4 years (9 to 18 kg). Fitted as standard with top tether, an additional belt for
securing the head section, a height-adjustable harness, ventilation channels and ISOFIX attachment points. Tilt-adjustable.

A000 970 3700 9H95

03 “BABY-SAFE plus II” child seat. Offers safety through deep, moulded seat design for high side-impact protection. Special padding, designed to protect particularly vulnerable
body areas of children up to around 15 months (up to 13 kg).

A000 970 3600 9H95

Headrest cover. For “KIDFIX” child seat.
04 chilli red.

A000 970 0256 3E16

05 flannel grey.

A000 970 0256 7N37

Headrest cover | not pictured. For “DUO plus” child seat.
chilli red.

A000 970 0356 3E16

flannel grey.

A000 970 0356 7N37

Headrest cover | not pictured. For “BABY-SAFE plus II” child seat.
chilli red.

A000 970 0156 3E16

flannel grey.

A000 970 0156 7N37
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Pack. Sit back. And enjoy.
Genuine boot accessories.
Article number
01 Luggage-securing feature, black. Ingenious solution to the problem of luggage sliding around in the boot. Attaches securely around the object in question thanks to
Velcro fastening.

A001 987 1414

02 Collapsible shopping crate, anthracite.

A203 840 0020

03 Tie-down strap. Adjustable strap with fastener – ideal for securing items to the load-securing rings.

A000 890 0294

04 Shallow boot tub, black. Made from impact-resistant, non-slip polypropylene, with ribbed structure. Food-safe. Vehicleʼs load-securing rings remain accessible.

A231 814 0041

Concertina load sill protector, black | not pictured. Protects the rear of the car from scratches when youʼre loading up – and prevents dirt from the car from getting
onto your clothes. Practical design – can be secured to shallow boot tub or reversible mat.

A253 693 1900

05 Charger with trickle charge function.
5 A1. Checks, charges and revives your battery – even if itʼs totally flat. Tailored to your vehicleʼs complex electronic systems.

1

A000 982 3021

25 A. This variant offers a faster charging process and a selection of different charging modes.

A000 982 0321

06 Fluorescent jacket, compact. This fluorescent yellow jacket makes you more visible to others.

A000 583 3500

For ECE, except UK and Switzerland.

01

02 04
03 05

06

01 02

48.3 cm |19" 05

48.3 cm |19" 03 04 48.3 cm |19"
48.3 cm |19" 06

48.3 cm |19" 07 08 48.3 cm |19"
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Catapults you to the centre of attention.
AMG genuine accessories.
Article number
AMG floor mats, black, short loop pile. With embroidered AMG lettering.
Driverʼs mat | not pictured.

on request

Complete set | not pictured.

on request

01 AMG hub caps with AMG emblem, set of 4. In presentation packaging.

A000 400 3100

02 AMG door pin, square.

A231 766 0128

AMG indoor car cover | not pictured. Silver-coloured, with black AMG logo.

on request

Article number
03 AMG 5-spoke wheels.

Finish: black, high-sheen.
Option for rear axle:

Wheels: 8.5 J x 19 ET 34.5 | Tyres: 255/35 R 19
Wheels: 9.5 J x 19 ET 48 | Tyres: 285/30 R 19

B6 603 1519
B6 603 1520

04 AMG 5-spoke wheels.

Finish: titanium grey, high-sheen.
Option for rear axle:

Wheels: 8.5 J x 19 ET 35.5 | Tyres: 255/35 R 19
Wheels: 9.5 J x 19 ET 48 | Tyres: 285/30 R 19

A231 401 1602 7X21
A231 401 1702 7X21

05 AMG 7-twin-spoke wheels.

Finish: titanium grey, high-sheen.
Option for rear axle:

Wheels: 8.5 J x 19 ET 35.5 | Tyres: 255/35 R 19
Wheels: 9.5 J x 19 ET 48 | Tyres: 275/30 R 19

A231 401 1300 7X21
A212 401 4602 7X21

06 AMG 7-twin-spoke wheels.

Finish: black, high-sheen.
Option for rear axle:

Wheels: 8.5 J x 19 ET 35.5 | Tyres: 255/35 R 19
Wheels: 9.5 J x 19 ET 48 | Tyres: 285/30 R 19

A231 401 1300 7X23
A212 401 4602 7X23

07 AMG multi-spoke wheels.

Finish: titanium grey, high-sheen.
Option for rear axle:

Wheels: 8.5 J x 19 ET 34.5 | Tyres: 255/35 R 19
Wheels: 9.5 J x 19 ET 48 | Tyres: 285/30 R 19

A218 401 1100 7X21
A218 401 1200 7X21

08 AMG multi-spoke wheels.

Finish: black, high-sheen.
Option for rear axle:

Wheels: 8.5 J x 19 ET 34.5 | Tyres: 255/35 R 19
Wheels: 9.5 J x 19 ET 48 | Tyres: 285/30 R 19

A218 401 1100 7X23
A218 401 1200 7X23

Light-alloy wheels are supplied without tyres, wheel bolts, valve caps or hub caps.
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